Newly revised standard reference for students, professors, and managers with 360-pages of definitions and articles for over 1250 operations management terms and concepts.  
- Spans a wide range of operations-related disciplines.  
- Includes both the behavioral and quantitative sides of OM.  
- Thoroughly covers and integrates lean concepts and terms.  
- Contains many supply chain principles and models.  
- Provides an invaluable supplement for a case course.  
- Carefully defines many important new terms.  
- Sets a new standard for lean sigma training material.  
- Corrects many common misconceptions in the field.  
- Offers an easy-to-use and carry soft-cover field manual.  
- Presents a framework that provides structure for the book.  
- Includes thousands of cross-references that create a complete mental map for operations management.  

Price $45.95. Available for only $19.95 (plus shipping) for students and faculty using discount code POMS09.

Order at www.ClamshellBeachPress.com